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"People Just Like You Have Used These Powerful Email Marketing Strategies To Make $705 With One

Email, In ONE Hour, With A VERY Small List" I don't know if you can relate or not, but NOTHING used to

frustrate me more than working so hard at 'building my list', just to finally send out an email offer with

absolutely no results... I couldn't understand it!... Every where I turned, marketer after marketer would be

there saying "the fortune is in the list, the fortune is in the list!", but I couldn't even get my subscribers to

open the emails nonetheless buy anything... I was left wondering was it just me, or was I the only one

who just simply couldn't make any money with email marketing... I honestly tried. I bought course after

course (some of them ranging upwards to $1997) trying to figure out how to tap into this 'fortune'

everyone was talking about... I changed the subject lines, rewrote the offers, and the only reason it

seemed like people would open my emails was to unsubscribe... "I'll Never Forget The Day It Clicked,

And I Saw The 'Magic' Happen" In my many trial and errors I did learn many very valuable lessons. I

learned exactly what DIDN'T work... ...this was do or die time... I had to get something that would help me

break through this barrier in my online marketing efforts... I became a student of copywriting, conversions,

persuasion, in a way where I gave the word 'dedication' a whole new meaning... I spent hundreds of

hours researching, weeks reading, and months testing technique after technique, until the day where the

chain of no response broke, and I made $705 within one hour of sending one email... and then went on to

make over $1,987.82 within a single weekend... This wasn't from a huge list either... AND, this was from a

list that I severely burned and annoyed time after time after time... I only had about 397 subscribers left,

but I finally broke through! And today I want to show you exactly how I did it so you can too! "Finally

Unveiled The Email Demon Video Training Course!" Inside this course you are going to learn every single

one of the many mistakes I've made, that way you can avoid doing them... You're also going to get

step-by-step instructions as I walk you through the exact same techniques I used to 'break on through to

the other side'... I can honestly say that I'm fully convinced that the fortune IS in the list, but only if you

know how to tap its full potential... I've blown the minds of many 'gurus' when I boast about my open rates

that range as high as 90, and my click through rates that have seen well over 83... I've used these exact
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same techniques to outsell many of the 'super affiliates' in some of the nets biggest Internet Marketing

launches, and I did so without having a list of hundreds of thousands... but just a few thousand... My

friend, I'm here to tell you that you don't need a massive list to start seeing massive profits online. You

just need the Email Demon Training Course... You are going to learn how to literally turn your subscribers

into a rabid list of buyers who can't wait to open your emails! "Here's Just A Sample Of What You Will Get

Today!" * Our secret weapon to ensure your emails get delivered every time without fail... * A Copy of our

"Highest Converting Email Ever" so you can literally steal it to make money for yourself... * Our

step-by-step system for training your prospects to click through to your offer every time... * How to get

your subscribers to be anxiously awaiting your emails, literally quadrupling your open rates... * Secret

strategies for sneaky selling... * Our time tested, proven formula for creating emails that grab the visitors

attention, and makes them want to buy instantly... * How to drastically reduce your unsubscribe rate... *

And Much MUCH More... "How Much Would This All Be Worth To You?" Ok, forget everything you've

read so far... honestly don't think of anything else on this page... quit wondering about the price... whether

'all this is true'... everything... Just ask yourself one question... Aside from all the testimonials that you

read talking about the explosion in profits people experience when they use these techniques, what if you

could just make an extra $100 a day with Email Demon... what would you do? What if you got the worst

results out of anyone who has bought this product, and only made an extra $100 a week? Would an extra

$400 a month be worth investing a one time payment of $197 - $97 - $17 measily bucks? Can't you justify

spending $17 to see your income soar?
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